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THE TANGLE OF THE ISLES

A Cruise Round Jura,Islay,Colonsay,Oronsay,Gigha: 1988

Bill and Coby Paterson -- W 315 'Zvalke'
Clyde Canoe Club

After our very enjoyable cruise round Mull in 1987 we fancied

extending our knowledge of the west coast of Scotland

especially the sound of Jura where we had many years previously

abandoned a cruise due to inexperience and a burst roller bag.

As summer approached things were not looking good for

the cruise. The McKays who accompanied us around Mull had been

invited to join a party climbing in Greenland and we were

looking for sunshine and fancying the South of France. As July

approached however Bill's work closed in as usual, the flat

roof needed repaired, the seamen went on strike and Scotland

had the driest June this century,so on the 24th of July we

found ourselves driving towards the west coast towing Zwalke,

W315, and wondering if we had taken a decision or just been

railroaded into it by circumstances once again. On our trip

round Mull with two boats we had found little trouble pulling

the boats ashore with four people using plastic tube rollers.

We had some doubts about our ability to do so again with only

two people and we were also feeling more at risk from accidents

in one boat alone. It was alarming therefore when the foreeast

talked of force 7-8 gales.
Having fitted in one last race at the Clyde Canoe Club

on Sunday afternoon we were still 15 miles from Castle Sween by

11 pm and with lashing rain and a rising wind,decided to pull

into a forestry track and get some sleep.
All night the wind rose higher and higher and lying in

the back of the car listening to the torrential rain and the

roaring of the wind in the trees,we wondered if we were doing

the right thing.

MONDAY 25th July
At 8 am we woke to bleak scenes. A good going gale was

nearly tearing the trees out of the ground and branches and

other debris littered the flooded roads. As we travelled west

along Loch Fyne side the flying spume and rain combined to

obscure views of the raging sea and in Lochgilphead the waves

were smashing over the sea wall onto the prom. Beleaguered in

the car we ate a breakfast of rolls and coffee and watched the

work-bound locals battling their way into the wind, some of

them barely managing to avoid getting airborne, but all with a

look of resignation --- was this "normal' July weather in

Lochgilphead?
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After having loose trailer bearings checked and
adjusted in the shelter of the Stag Garage (my rating 5 stars)
we pressed on through the storm to reach Castle Sween camp site
13 miles west at the mouth of Loch Sween at 1 pm. Bill donned
oilies and wrestled our Vango Force 10 tent erect despite the
continuing gale and blinding rain and we finally flopped down
for lunch at 2 pm.

Towards late afternoon the rain eased and we ventured
out round the site to see the damage. The place was a-buzz with
excited tales of derring-do and disasters. Twelve boats varying
from ten to twenty feet had been lost from their moorings,some
washed up on the rocks further up the loch and some sunk.
Caravans had been overturned and equipment blown away in the
worst July storm for 50 years. In Scotland as a whole over 100
yachts and small boats had been lost and the storm was forecast
to continue for at least another day.

That night in the relative comfort of our trusty Force 10
we listened to the renewed violence of the storm outside and
wondered if we might postpone our departure for Jura on the
morrow.

TUESDAY 26th July.
Awake at 6am but blowing hard still so turned over again and
slept luxuriously till 9 o'clock. After S.W. force 8 overnight
the wind had moderated to 6 or so and we decided to 'sort out"
till lunch time. We rigged Zwalke and phoned home to check that
the new roof had not blown off,a fair possibility under the
circumstances. After lunch we drove to Crinan to buy our last
boaty-bits from the chandler and to admire the yachts passing
through the canal between Loch Fyne and the paradise of the
west coast cruising grounds. By 2pm the sun was out and the
wind abating so we were hopeful for a start on Wednesday and
spent the last of the afternoon packing and sorting gear.

Castle Sween lies in a commanding position at the
western end of the sea loch which bears the same name. The camp
site has all mod. cons. including bar and excellent restaurant
in the shadow of the ruins of the 11th century castle. The
views across the Sound to Jura and east towards the Argyllshire
mountains were particularly striking in the clear conditions
following the gale and it felt not a bad place to be stormbound
After drinks and chat in the bar we retired to bed at 11.30
hoping for an improvement in the conditions overnight.

WEDNESDAY 27th July. 6am forecast Malin /Hebrides SW 5 incr. 7.
By mid-morning the sea looked decidedly rough again and two 30-
4Oft yachts were making very heavy weather of it under motor
only out in the Sound convincing us to make the best of it
ashore again. We walked the five miles over to beautiful
Muileann Eiteag Bagh where we had camped seven years previously
and been severely attacked by a "black swarm' of midges. No
midge trouble today however with wind a steady force 6 and
plenty sun, which the Scottish midge detests---ideal conditions
for walking. On the way we visited the 13th century chapel at

-2-
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Kilmory to admire the beautifully carved celtic crosses (now
preserved by the National Trust for Scotland) and to lament on

the ruins of the old Kilmory township, once a thriving crofting
community but now -- like so many places in rural Scotland--a
near abandoned relic of an earlier civilisation.

A pleasant day but the essence of frustration --- four days
of our 'sailing holiday' gone and not yet afloat!

THURSDAY 28th July. 6am forecast S.W.6 moderating 415.
Decided to go at last! Packed and loaded all into Zwalke in

drizzle and a cold westerly, helped by Bill and Isobel Watson
from the Clyde Canoe Club who have a permanent caravan at
Castle Sween. Finally waved good-bye at 12.30 and tacked out of

Loch Sween into a grey drizzly force 2 which rapidly died to

flat calm by 2pm as we turned North up the Sound of Jura. This
really was frustration--- after three days stormbound,we rare
now becalmed with only two hours of the flood-tide left! Out
with the oars and never mind the rain! Finally we pulled into

Sailean na H'Airde at 7pm.--- a rather exposed S.W.-facing
inlet but reasonably sheltered by rocky outcrops along the
north shore. Pulled Zwalke up on the machair and pitched camp
as the wind filled in nicely from the S.W. (just to add to our
frustration) Heard on the radio that Drum,competing in the

Tobermory race had been holed by a semi-submerged submarine off
Ardlamont point 20 miles away so we felt that fate had not
been too unkind to us that day.

FRIDAY 29th July. 6am forecast 4-5 westerly.
Up at 6.30 to float Zwalke out on the falling tide. We had

timed our holiday nicely (but entirely fortuitously) when high
tides occurred around breakfast time and dinner time so that we

could beach the boat at high water and leave her safely high
and dry overnight until the sea conveniently floated her off
again the following day,just when we wanted to leave again----
a system with much to recommend it! During our leisurely
breakfast we saw the first seals, not more than twenty feet
offshore popping their heads up to gaze at us with obvious
curiosity before snorting,diving and coming closer for another
inspection.They were our constant companions throughout the
holiday and we were always surprised and delighted by their
antics.
Off at 9.30 in a nice westerly force 3-4 reaching north along
the Knapdale shore to Carsaig bay where we sailed in to look
around. Good anchorages behind Eilean Dubh and Eilean Traighe
but no sand obvious for pulling ashore and the collection of
houses,hardly a village,looking uninviting under a grey and
watery sky. So we turned north again casting glances at Jura
six miles away across the Sound where the sun was shining and
the rolling hills looked very inviting in their green summer
mantle. Although it would be a long beat across to the Jura
shore the wind was a nice steady force 4 and, being westerly,
the waves were not building up on such a short fetch;so we
decided to make the crossing without delay.

-3-
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Half way across near the Ruadh Skier light the waves
became very short and disturbed probably due to the shoaling
water around the rock. The wind was increasing too and gusting
up to 5+ so that we were twice stuck in irons by the short
waves and found it necessary to sail freer to keep our speed
up. In retrospect we now realise that we should have reefed
making the boat more controllable but instead we pressed on,
uncomfortable and overpowered under full sail till we were very
glad to land at Port Nan Laogh, a tiny patch of bouldery beach
where we had lunch,soaked up the now warm sunshine and revelled
in the striking views across a sparkling blue sea to the
Kintyre peninsula with the Argyllshire mountains beyond. It was
a great feeling just being on Jura.

We were now five miles from the north end of the island
where the infamous Gulf of Corryvrechan separates Jura and
Scarba. We had seriously considered the possibility of sailing
through the Gulf and had read all we could find of the dangers
and possibilities of this formidable passage. With a westerly
swell and wind against spring-tide a standing wave of up to 24
feet in height is said to form near the Scarba shore whose roar
can be heard seven miles away at Crinan. And yet in calm
weather with a fair tide it is possible to sail through - or
so it is said!
After the recent gales and with more unsettled westerly weather
forecast it was not difficult to decide that conditions were
far from favourable for the passage so we set off south under
the lee of the island in a blustery force 3 gusting 6 and
brilliant sunshine to reach Camas Nam Meambh Cuileag
(GR689500,166200)two miles further south;at 3.30pm. We found a
nice sandy patch at the head of the bay to pull ashore for our
first night on Jura and after the exertions of the crossing we
were happy to stop early to explore. In the WISW winds this
little bay facing N.E. was sheltered and just adequate for an
overnight stop.
We walked over to Ardlussa House in the evening---a rather
grand old victorian country house complete with ploughman's
cottages around a stable yard behind and tennis courts on the
front lawn. We met and chatted to a middle aged cyclist heading
north on pilgrimage to Barnhill where George Orwell spent two
years writing "1984".
Off to sleep early at 10pm tired from our exertions and with
the alarm set for the 12.35am forecast to guard against the
wind swinging into the East endangering Zwalke on the morning
tide.

SATURDAY 30th July. Bill up at 6am( forecast SW 4-5 veering NW
3-4)to float off Zwalke.
Raining and miserable with low cloud nearly at sea level
obscuring everything, so anchored as far out as possible and
retreated to a still warm sleeping bag lulled back to sleep by
the constant patter of rain on the tent. By 9.30 the weather
was improving and the wind coming in. Off at llam under working
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jib and full main (against Coby's advice) tacking south along
the Jura shore into a gusty force 4 which soon convinced the
skipper to pull in a reef (lmetre) in the main;after this the
boat went like a dream, planing at times to windward despite
the heavy load.
Keeping close along the Jura shore we passed several small
bays. At one a long brown mark in the sea ahead we thought was
a raft of floating kelp--- the long flower-like seaweed which
grows in profusion in these waters--- and fearing damage to the
centre-board or rudder we tacked repeatedly inshore to avoid it
only to discover to our relief that it was the peaty outfall
from the Lussa River.
Three miles further south we passed Tarbert Bay where we
considered stopping for lunch but it looked rock-bound and
rather exposed in the S.W. wind so we pressed on till Lagg Bay
appeared, green like an oasis and we came ashore for lunch just
in time for the 1.55 forecast (N.W. 3-4) . We found the main
bay unfortunately covered with great heaps of stinking kelp
presumably torn adrift by the recent storm.
A little subsidiary beach on the north side of the bay was
clear and we relaxed over a well earned lunch and were
delighted first when the sun appeared and then when an otter
swam across the bay,gambolled about in the floating weed and
finally loped off up the hill --- presumably towards its nest.
Afloat again at 3.30 we headed south again in bright sunshine
on an exhillerating fetch into a brisk force 4/5 now veering
noticeably more westerly. It was a glorious sail, still reefed
but spanking along leaving a flat wake of white foaming water
behind and admiring dramatic views of the Paps of Jura now
looming over us to the west.
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bl Seal in Lowlandman's Bay.

We entered Lowlandman's Bay at 6pm and quickly discovered that
although very sheltered,the shores of the bay are littered with
boulders of all shapes and sizes making hauling out very
difficult. Neverd tless we eventually found a spot near the
mouth ofma the north rv o he west shore and Were soon
established on a convenient patch of machair above the high

* w~~ater line.
We bathed in the fresh but icy water of the river enjoying the
early evening sun and entertained by the curiosity of the seals
in the bat-he no doubt reciprocated!
After an evening walk over the hill to Knockrome on Craighouse
Bay we felt we had seen the bright lights albeit at a distance
and retired to bed, dropping off to sleep with the snort and
bark of seals in our ears.

SUNDAY 31st July 6am forecast NW3-4.

Up at 7.30 and pushed Zvalke off with great difficulty and
recourse to roller … -- obviously the spring tides were on the
wane. Off by lOam in glorious sunshine heading south in light
winds making for the Sound of Islay and the west coast of Jura.
The tide flows through the Sound at up to 5 knots and we needed
to make the passage on the flood tide starting at 1pm. We were
a little perturbed then when the wind fell lighter and lighter
as we tacked along the shore on the last of the ebb past the
Small Isles and Craighouse, the only real town on the island,

* ~~looking rather ugly with its prominent distillery buildings.

0~~~~~~~~~~ 
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We learned later that we had been spotted and identified by the
Canoe Club's Commodore holidaying near the town but we did not
hear the invite for coffee and sailed on south.
It would have been pleasant to relax and sunbathe but we knew
that if we didn't get into the Sound by about 2pm. the flood
tide would sweep us back up the Sound of Jura and in such light
winds there would be little we could do about it. It was with
some relief then that we finally passed Brosdale Island and
picked up the right tidal stream about 2.30pm.

As soon as we got into the Sound itself the wind filled
in at force 3 from the north-west and we tacked along at a
great pace in the boiling waters of the half mile wide channel.
Port Askaig on the Islay shore soon appeared looking
picturesque with it's impressive hotel and grounds and the neat
ferry pier,but later the impression was spoiled by the ugly
distilleries at Caolilla and Bunnahabhain. Surely these
industries could improve the appearance of their buildings
without too much loss of profit.

As we sailed north and east out of the Sound the sky,
which had been hazy since late morning,cleared to a brillant
blue and the great expanse of the western sea opened out before
us. Close by on starboard the rugged west coast of Jura
revealed surprise after surprise as we sailed along:enormous
caves,huge rock dykes 50feet high and not more than 5feet wide
running out into the sea and amazing raised beaches, left
behind millions of years ago by the melting ice caps, now
lOOfeet above present sea level. After sailing five miles along
this fascinating shore we hoisted the spinnaker and ran into
Loch Tarbert to land at Glenbatrick around 5pm together with a
party of four adults and five children who roared up in a fast
launch and made for the stalker's cottage in the bay---the
proprietor as we discovered----but,permission granted,we hauled
Zwalke up on the perfect crescent of golden sand and relaxed
after ten hours at sea and 28 miles covered.

Glenbatrick must be one of the lonliest spots on the west
coast of Scotland;nestling at the foot of the Jura mountains it
is seven miles across rough country to the nearest road or five
miles up rock bound Loch Tarbert to the nearest habitations at
the settlement of Tarbert itself. There was a glorius feeling
of isolation here as we explored the cliffs west of the bay and
marvelled at the dramatic cloud-scapes as a fiery sun sank
towards the western islands of Oronsay and Colonsay now black
sillouettes on an aquamarine sea. We found that the raised
beaches were vast expanses of rounded boulders six to eight
inches diameter, identical to the present beaches but perched
incongruously high on the hillside.

Tired after the long day we retired to bed at 10.30 and
were lulled to sleep by the gentle lap of waves on the
deserted beach.

-7-
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MONDAY 1st August 6am forecast NW 3 to 4.
Bill up at 6am enjoying the morning sun and glimpses of

the paps through the veils of morning mist. After the wettest
July in Scotland this century we felt lucky to have a ridge of
high pressure giving a forecast of settled fair weather for a
few days and decided to stay on the west coast of the islands
as long as the fine weather held.

At 9am whilst packing the last of our gear the peace
was shattered by the arrival of a helicopter carrying the first
hunting party of the season to the stalkers cottage. We
discovered that deer shooting parties come in rotation
throughout the season to hunt in Glen Batrick and the
surrounding hills. With over 5000 deer and less than 250 people
Jura is a vast hunting reserve for the priviledged classes.
Somewhat perturbed by this realisation we headed north in a
gentle force 3 past the conspicuous and remarkably well kept
keepers cottages at Ruantallain at the mouth of the Loch and
then close along the shore intending to visit the caves near
Shian Bay,recommended as the most impressive on Jura. As we
approached we were again struck by the raised beaches well
above on the hillside--they stretch for miles and are visible
from a long way off. We could clearly see two huge caves in the
cliffs below and with the seemingly negligible swell and light
wind we came close inshore to investigate a possible landing on
the gravel beach. Within twenty feet of the shore and feeling
quite relaxed, the seas suddenly parted right beside us to
reveal a vicious reef of jagged barnacle covered rock off which
we scraped with a sickening lurch before the slow deceptive
swell picked us up again and allowed a quick tack off shore to
safety. With our hearts in our mouths we stood out to sea
having seen enough of the beach but disappointed at being
foiled for the caves.

_ c
U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The caves at Shian Bay.
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The Gulf of Corryvrechan.

A little chastened by this experience we decided
to head south for Islay where we wanted to see Loch Gruinart
and the Nave Penninsula. With the wind steady in the south west
we qulickly realised that it would be a long tiresome beat to
head straight for our destination whilst by extending one tack
slightly we could visit Colonsay on the way. This decided we
settled down for a pleasant sail in a light breeze and a warm
mid morning sun. As we enjoyed coffee and elevenses we gazed
north to the Corryvrechan,now clearly visible 13 miles away,and
toyed again with the idea of attempting the passage. The wind
however was so light that it would take most of the day to get
there and leave us on a dangerous weather shore with little
shelter if the wind got up. So once again caution prevailed and
we pressed on for Colonsay landing at Scalasaia old pier at
2pm. We tied up and, whilst Coby shopped in the post-office cum
general store,Bill was regaled with many and varied stories of
the island by a bearded old sea dog who seemed content to pass
all day in pleasant chat. Along with comprehensive accounts of
the history,economy and politics of the island community he
told the sad tale of the last inhabitants of the Ruantallain
cottages which we had passed that morning on our way out of
Loch Tarbert---a cautionary tale for bibulous mariners!

9
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Ruantallain had been occupied until the 1930's by a
gamekeeper and his family of wife and two daughters. Every
Saturday he sailed in his open skiff down to Port Askaig for
provisions and often visited a well known poacher friend at
Caolilla distillery where he was royally entertained on the
house whisky to ensure"that he would not see him at the
poaching". One Saturday he took so much that he apparently fell
asleep at the helm on the way home. His wife, looking out for
his return, was amazed but helpless to see the boat sail right
past with ill-set sails and disappear into the North towards
Mull. That night a storm blew up and when the alarm was finally
raised next day only some wreckage and the pair of shoes bought
for his young daughter were ever found.

We pushed off again at 3.30pm with a brisk north
westerly on the beam and a faultless blue sky overhead. We
reached south along the coast to Rubha Ban,between Colonsay and
Oronsay, where we came ashore on the beautiful shell strewn
sandy beach to fit the working jib for the ten mile crossing to
Islay. On the way over we watched storm petrels hopping from
wave top to wave top in the swell looking like little black
pidgeons. We made Islay in two hours landing on the east of
Ardnave Point at 6.30pm. We hauled out on a sandy beach between
the rocks and camped amongst wild thyme and marram grass on the
dune top behind.
After a delicious curry and a bottle of wine we retired to bed
at 10.30pm with the cry of sea birds in the air. Thirty miles
covered in eight hours afloat ensured a dreamless sleep.

TUESDAY 2nd August 6am forecast NW 4-5 backing W later.
Forced out of bed at 8 o'clock by the warmth and bright
sunshine. After a leisurely breakfast we took stock of our
position. With six days of our holiday left we were keen to
make the most of the fine west coast of the islands with their
magnificient beaches and wild grandeur. The weather seemed set
fair for a few days so our relative exposure on this coast was
tolerable and we decided on a rest day at Gruinart. Looking at
the Admiralty Chart of Islay we noted the warnings of 'heavy
overfalls' around the south coast so , although tempted to
make a circumnavigation,visiting Loch Indaal on the way ,we
decided that discretion was the better part and we would return
through the Sound of Islay to visit Port Ellen and Gigha before
heading north to Castle Sween. Having satisfied ourselves that
logic and planning were complete we settled down to enjoy a
glorious day ashore.

After coffee we set off to explore Ardnave Point which we
quickly realised was one huge sand dune,grassed over for the
most part,but also with great sand hollows fringed with marram
grass. The west coast was breathtakingly beautiful,with fine
golden sand between jagged rocky reefs and, in that weather,a
sparkling blue sea foamed to glittering white where it broke on
the rocks and tinged with delicate turquoise in the shallows.

-10-
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We had difficulty finding fresh water in the dunes but
eventually collected half a gallon from a brackish stream. We
later discovered from the map that there is a river and a large
fresh water loch further south. The entrance to Loch Gruinart
is obstructed by a sand bar on which the sea breaks for at
least 2 hours either side of low water. We watched a pair of
skuas fishing along the bar and mobbing a passing gull so
persistently and ferociously that it eventually re-gurgitated
its hard-earned food which was immidiately commandeered by the
mobsters----aint nature wonderful! We spent the late afternoon
basking in the still warm sunshine,hardly believing our luck
and finally cooked dinner on a fire of driftwood among the
rocks --- a blissfull day.

Before bed we packed as much as possible in the boat
ready for an early start the next morning since we needed to
make the north entrance to the Sound of Islay by lOam to be
sure of a good passage through with the tide. Bill was up again
at mid-night to shift Zwalke down the beach a bit,anchoring out
bow and stern to allow us to be off around 8am next day--- well
before high tide.

WEDNESDAY 3rd August 6am forecast S.W.5-6 visibility
moderate.After a night disturbed by heavy rain, wind and dreams
of storms at sea we were up at 6am in persistent fine rain
driven by a good force 4 sou'westerly. We had agreed never to
set out in winds over F5 in the interest of safety so we
wondered about the wisdom of setting off along this exposed
coast with such a forecast. However we decided to go, not
wishing to be stranded here if the weather really broke and
hoping to reach the shelter of the Sound before the wind
increased significantly. We set the working jib and one reef in
the main and were floated off nicely by the rising tide at 8am.
We reached out into open water and headed North East for Rubha
Mhail,the headland at the entrance to the Sound of Islay, in a
grey drizzle and a lumpy green sea. Once clear of the Balach
Rocks off Ardnave Point, we set a course of 50 deg. which would
take us clear of the Post Rocks off Rubha Mhail but we soon
observed that the big south westerly swells were driving us
much further east than our bearing indicated---each wave simply
picked up the boat setting it a couple of metres downwind. We
reached off several times to be sure of clearing the rocks
(where we knew many boats had floundered) and looked out for
the lighthouse at Rubha Mhail but alas in vain. As we aproached
the point, now on a dead run, the seas built up alarmingly,now
2½-3 metres high with the occasional breaking crest,and the
wind increased to about force 5. Looking downwind over the
backs of the big green rollers was quite alarming but looking
backwards we were even more frightened by the approaching walls
of solid water. There was not another boat in sight (there
never is when you would like it) so we were alone apart from
the shearwaters swooping up and down between the swells with
their long wing tips nearly touching the water.

- 11 -
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Eventually we sighted the lighthouse--- but no light shining
* ~~despite the poor visibility --- and as we hardened onto a reach

to enter the Sound our speed increased dramatically. We were
* ~~surfing down the face of each wave--- sometimes so fast that we

overtook the next crest! As often happens we were so mesmerised
* ~~by the exhilleration of speed that we never thought of reefing

until we finally got into the Sound out of the big swells
* ~and,with a sigh of relief,pulled a second metre out of the

main. We resolved never to delay reefing again in such
* ~conditions and thanked providence for the stability of the

Wayfarer.
* fl~espite our minimum sail area the the going was still tough in

the Sound particularly since it was now raining heavily and we
* ~~were close hauled much of the time as the wind funneled through

between the Islay hills gusting to force 5. The ebb tide
carried us along though at a cracking pace and dissuaded us
from visiting any of the distilleries along the Islay shore

* ~~where we had heard that the companies' annual revenues exceed
lim for every employee,most of course going to the exchequer.
Perhaps we were also influenced by the tale of the Ruantallain
gamekeeper.

We passed the McArthur's Head lighthouse at the south
9 ~~end of the Sound just after 11am and were hit by hard

downblasts of wind from the cliffs and valleys making us stand
further out to sea across Proaig Bay. We were on a very fast
fetch and as we got further from the shore the waves started to
build up making it a very wet and bumpy ride. Despite the
sheets of spray coming aboard, the boat stayed pretty dry with
both bailers working full time --- not so the crew however who
were by now soaked to the skin and looking for a decent landing
place. At least the rain had stopped now and the sun was
occasionally breaking through the cloud but we were glad to
reach Aros flay and find it nicely sheltered and free of rocks.
We anchored Zwalke out and flopped down in the shelter of some
rocks for a well-earned lunch with lots of hot coffee. The rain
had closed in again and the wind showed little sign of abating
so we pitched the tent at the mouth of the river at the head of
the bay and got into dry clothes feeling that 28 miles was
enough for one day.
We did not fancy spending the rest of the day in the tent so
we pulled on oilskins again and hitched a lift to Port Ellen
with a nature conservancy Ranger employed at the bird reserve
at Loch Gruinart. Despite it being early closing day we bought
groceries (including a bottle of the local malt whisky) at the
Co-op and had delicious Rombouts coffee in the dreadful bar of
the Port Ellen Hotel. On the walk back to the boat the sun
appeared and we visited the amazing Kildalton cross and
chapel;the cross stands eight feet high and has a carved
roundel nearly three feet in diameter. Despite its delicate.
carving it stands out in the open and we wondered how long its
near perfect condition would last in these days of high
atmospheric pollution

-12 -



Back at the tent we were accosted by the lady gamekeeper of the
Ardtalla Estate on whose land we had inadvertedly camped. She
explained that no camping was allowed because of previous
trouble they had had with poachers and we realised why since we
had noticed that the land was teeming with grouse,pheasant,
snipe,hare and rabbit not to mention the salmon which nearly
jumped into the tent as the tide rose to engulf the river
mouth. Kindly she allowed us to stay as long as we were off
again the following morning.
After a good relaxed meal (and a few whiskies) we were asleep
by 10.30 disturbed only by the sound of leaping salmon and the
drone of the gamekeepers land-rover on patrol.

THURSDAY 4th AUGUST 6am forecast S.W.4-5 backing S.
Awoken at 5.30 by seals close to the tent snorting and plunging
we thought probably after salmon entering the river.

When we started moving around preparing breakfast they
were very curious and would pop up sometimes not more than ten
feet away and gaze fixedly at our domestic activities. With the
early rise and the fair weather we were packed and away by 8.30
in a light southwest wind bound 14 miles across the Sound of
Jura for the island of Gigha. We set a course of 70 deg.(l0deg.
below the true bearing)to allow for the set of the ebb tide and
settled down for a long crossing as the wind died to force 2

There were many sea birds about again partcularly
razorbills,guillemots and shearwatwers. We wondered if they
were attracted by the forests of kelp along the shores. When
half a mile or so from the north end of Gigha our morning
coffee break was interrupted by the sudden arrival of a force
3-4 Southerly and by 11 o'clock we sailed between Sgier
Fhiacail and An Dubh-sgeir and into East Tarbert Bay. We found
the beach too narrow to land so sailed south to Drumyeon Bay
were we pulled Zwalke as far as possible up the gently shelving
beach ,carried our gear ashore and pitched camp.

We walked over to Ardminish in a fine mist of rain,
shopped at the general store and watched a wedding party from
the mainland departing on the ferry after their festivities.
Unfortunately the wet weather and shortage of time made a visit
to the Achamore gardens impossible so we contented ourselves
with a cup of coffee in 'The Boathouse' before returning to the
tent for dinner. That evening in pouring rain we trudged over
to sample the delights of the Ardminish Hotel bar where we
warmed ourselves with sampling several of the local malt
whiskies and watched the crews from big yachts anchored in the
bay queuing up for dinner in the Egon Ronay recommended
restaurant. By 10pm. it was at least dry again as we picked our
way in the dark back to Drumyeon bay and in the warm humid
night air wondered what had happened to the midges---hardly a
one for the whole holiday!

-13-
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FRIDAY 5th AUGUST 6am forecast S.W.5-6,3-4 later.
At 7.30 we peeped out to find the sea lapping the edge of the
machair two feet away from the tent and Zwalke well afloat at
her two anchors. The morning mist cleared by 9.30 and we
reached out into the Sound of Gigha in a brisk South/Southwest
wind. There was a fair swell running in the Sound of Jura as we
headed north but the Wayfarer felt very comfortable on a broad
reach with one reef in the main and the working jib.

We crossed paths with a big catamaran `Monna Mirabelle'
whose unfriendly crew ignored our greeting---perhaps we
insulted them by overtaking to windward. Towards 11 o'clock the
wind fell lighter and we shook out our reef,hoisted the genoa
and pressed on passed Loch Caolisport for the McCormaig Isles
where we were determined to land.

We had twice set out to visit these islands at the
mouth of Loch Sween when we had holidayed there in 1981 but on
both occasions had been beaten back, once by our fear of the
overfalls near Corr Eilean and the second time by an
inconvenient flat calm and strong tide. So this time we had to
succeed despite the warnings of 'strong tidal currents' and
'heavy overfalls' which appear on the charts.

As we aproached from the south in a pleasant force 2-3
it looked as if we would have no poblems this time but
nevertheless we cautiously avoided the outer side of Eilean
Mhor where the chart shows the worst of the tidal stream. When
we were within a quarter of a mile of the south outliers and
intent on identifying which rock was which the sky quickly grew
dark and suddenly the wind picked up to a gusty force 4+. With
full sail up and in a short uncomfortable sea we quickly hove -

to to reef whereupon the heavens opened and the wind increased
even further. Never has a reef been pulled down quicker than
then and with reduced sail we wondered whether to reach off to
the east into the relative shelter of Loch Sween. Before a
decision could be taken however it became clear that we were in
a strong tide rip between Eilean Mhor and Corr Eilean and we
had little choice but to go with it. The seas built up and
became very confused with steep pointed waves up to two metres
high seeming to come from all directions as we charged along,
the boat skewing about wildly in cross-currents which
threatened to gybe us disastrously.

After what seemed an interminable passage we finally
reached the north point of Eilean Mhor where we nipped quickly
into a completely calm patch of water just in the lee of the
island and sailed into the perfectly sheltered little bay just
underneath the ruins of St Cormaig's chapel. Badly shaken by
our experiences we tied Zwalke up to the convenient mooring
rings set into the rocks and settled down in the heather to
unwind and eventually have lunch.

We inspected St Cormaig's chapel which we thought was
in remarkably good condition for an 1100year old building and
then read that it had been occupied variously over the
centuries by pirates,ftshermen,and farmers who had all made
their own contribution to its upkeep and structure.

.
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It's tiny chapel with arched ceiling and flagged floor looked
quite comfortable(by Wayfarer standards) and the turf roof
appeared to be still watertight. By the time we had explored St
Cormaig's cave and the prominent celtic cross on the hilltop (a
concrete replica) the rip tide had eased off considerably and
we felt brave enough to get back on the water. As we left the
bay at 3pm we were amused at the crew of a 4Oft yacht where the
ladies went to explore the antiquities whilst the men probed
the bay with a paddle from the dinghy looking for the rocks
listed in the CCC directions.
We felt a real sense of achievement in having finally made the
McCormaig Isles (despite the perils of the sea ) where we knew
bigger boats had failed.
By 4 o'clock we were back at Castle Sween to hot showers and a
slap up meal at the local restaurant. Although we had only had
eight days sailing in a fortnight's holiday we had nevertheless
covered 154 miles and visited five seperate islands. The
sailing had been exhillerating at times ,certainly never boring
and we had enjoyed ourselves immensely.
What more could one ask?

W 315 ZWALKE--Clyde Canoe Club.
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EQUIPMENT

Camping Gear
A good waterproof and storm-resistant tent is essential and a
great comfort. Most of the good quality mountain tents are
adequate and suitably light---our's is a Vango Force 10 Mk 3CN
with cotton inner and nylon fly-sheet. In Scotland a midge
proof tent is essential---ie. one with fully zip closed
entrances and fine ventilation gauze.

The half-litre Primus is our preferred cooking stove and is
compact,extremely fast and relatively trouble free. We use
about k gallon of parafin per week in Scotland. We also carry a
Camping Gas bluet for safety when forced to cook inside the
tent since it is virtually flare free.

Thermos flasks are invaluable for quick snacks afloat and easy
lunches

Midge repellant is a must in Scotland!

Food
We used a one gallon water carrier which we found adequate in
this area where fresh water is easy to come by.

Foods we generally kept as simple as possible and selected for
ease of keeping and carrying. Some basic pointers are

-Fresh vegetables keep longer than meat.
-Long life meats such as bacon and smoked sausage are
convenient
-Dried and vacuum packed rice dishes are easy,convenient
and light.

-Rice and pasta are lighter and less bulky staples than
potatoes.

-Bread with cheese,jams,dates etc. is the most adaptable
base food.

All our food was stored in two plastic crates which fitted
neatly in the stern tank. They were fitted with waterproof
covers sewn from Hytex fabric with an elasticated rim so that
they could be left outside in all weathers.

Clothes
When sailing we wore wet suits and P.U. nylon dinghy suits all
the time for warmth and convenience. Socks worn in wet boots
are essential for comfort. In cold conditions a waterproof
sailing jacket or suit increases warmth dramatically.
We wear Musto warm hats most of the time and have hooded
waterproofs for foul weather.



Ashore we wear light cotton trousers and sweatshirts with
woolen sweaters. A light cagoul or sailing jacket is often
useful ashore.
Footwear is always a problem but trainers normally met most
needs and in wet weather wellies were handy.

All our clothes were stored in sportsbags (one each) and
stowed in heavy-duty plastic bags in the bow tank,which in
Zwalke is always totally dry.

Maps etc.
We carried Admiralty charts of most of the area together with

copies of the relevant tide tables and local corrections. We
took excerpts from the Admiralty Pilot for the west coast of
Scotland but found it was written for large ships and often not
relevant to shallow draft boats.
The Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 Landranger Series maps of all the
landward areas are indispensible for locating and identifying
landmarks as well as providing a constant source of information
and interest ashore.
The Clyde Cruising Club's 'Sailing Directions--Kintyre to
Ardnamurchan' are invaluable,particularly for the approaches to
awkward anchorages etc.

Zwalke is fitted with a Silva racing compass and we carried two
flares,one white, one red smoke.

Our radio is an ordinary Sony ICF 35 portable with long wave,
which is essential to pick up Radio 4 in Scotland.

Boat
Zwalke is a Mk 1 wooden boat built by Small Craft and she is
fitted with standard Proctor spars.Our cruising rig consists of

a Rockall main (with two one metre slab reefs),Banks genoa and
Rockall working jib. A spinnaker was carried for light weather.
We firmly believe that masthead bouyancy would be desireable
since the boat does invert readily when capsised.
For pulling ashore we carried three 1 metre lengths of PVC high
pressure water main pipe,65mm O.D.,SOmm bore. They act partly
as skids,partly as rollers and are effective on all but soft
mud as well as being virtually indestructable.

We carried two anchors, a 7 lb. grapnel and an 8 lb CQR each
with 2 metres of chain and 25 metres of rope. Their holding
power is not known since they were used only for occasional and

short term anchoring.
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